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“Orchid Breeding History” 
An in-person Presentation by Rob Griesbach  

Research Genetics in Floral and Nursery Plants 
 

Sunday, October 16 from 1 pm to 5 pm:  Presentation at 2 pm 
In the Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden 

 
 
 

Rob Griesbach earned a Ph.D. in genetics from Michigan State University in 1980. The following year, 
he joined U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS). In 2020, Rob 
retired from the USDA-ARS. He spent his first 25 years at USDA-ARS conducting research on flower 
color genetics and plant breeding. During his last 15 years at 
USDA-ARS, he was the Deputy Assistant Administrator for 
Technology Transfer, providing leadership on policies,  
procedures, and programs to optimize the adoption of USDA  
research results to the private sector. In 2006, the American  
Society for Horticultural Science elected Rob a Fellow for his 
research contributions to horticulture. In 2010, he received the 
American Horticulture Society’s H. Marc Cathey Award for his 
scientific contributions to gardening and horticulture. In 2020, 
the Federal Laboratory Consortium awarded Rob its Harold 
Metcalf Award for his contributions to Federal technology 
transfer. Since 1979, Rob has been an active member of the 
American Orchid Society, serving as an Accredited Judge, 
member and chair of Research Committee, past-Trustee and 
past-President.  

Members may bring plants to sell!  See note on page 2. 



 President’s Message  
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Virginia Orchid Society 

2022-2023 Officers: 
 

President:  Donna Poland 

in2gifted@gmail.com 
 

President-Elect:  Irina Neverova 

ineverova@yahoo.ca 
  

Vice President & Program Chair:  

Robin Maiorana 

rmyorana@gmail.com 
 

Treasurer:  Paul McNamara   

mcnamara_paul_j@yahoo.com 
 

Corresponding Secretary & 

Membership Chair: 

Joanne Brothers 

jbrothers165@gmail.com 
 

Recording Secretary:  Benjii Maust   

turnbacktime113@gmail.com  
 

Hospitality Chair:  Cinnie Clark 

halfturtle1756@gmail.com 
 

Library Chair:  Robert Thiessen 

whitecloud20xx@gmail.com 
 

Publicity Chair:  LeAnne Wingo 

bookerlm1@yahoo.com 
 

Endowment Chair:  Debby Sauer  

ddsauer@gmail.com 
 

Education Chair:  Linda Lawrence  

llawrence@reynolds.edu 
 

AOS Affiliated Societies Rep:  

Daune Poklis 

daunepoklis@gmail.com 
 

Past President:  Gary Marshall 

junemarshalldesigns@outlook.com 
 

Newsletter Editor & Webmaster:  

Ron Geraci 

virginiaorchidsociety@gmail.com  
 

Judges Forum:  Michael and  

Coreen Gelber 

caddis1079@gmail.com 
 

Show Chair:  Irina Neverova 

ineverova@yahoo.ca 

 

WOW!! We had a wonderful meeting in September. So nice to see  
awesome plants, socialize with members, and then to hear an interesting 
talk on fragrant miniature orchids. I’m sure our meeting will be just as 
inspiring this month – we are looking forward to seeing you there! 
 
Our Show committee has been busy lining up everything we need to 
start the planning for the 2023 show event. There are plenty of  
opportunities for you to be involved in assisting with the show. Since we 
have our own display – you might consider bringing your blooming   
orchids and assisting with the display set up. We will have two welcome 
tables – one at the conservatory and one at the entrance to the Kelly  
Education Building (which will house the vendors in the auditorium and 
the lectures in the Azalea Room). We can use your help staffing the   
tables and welcoming the public. We can always use your support on  
Thursday, March 2nd, assisting vendors and societies in bringing in 
plants and other items. If you are interested in learning more about  
orchids, you might consider volunteering as a clerk for the judging on 
Friday, March 3rd. Clerks work with the judges who are ‘in the know’ 
about why certain orchids are judged to be better specimens. In general, 
being part of the show is a rewarding and learning experience – and 
helps to fulfill our mission to educate others about orchids. Sign-up 
sheets will be at the meeting for some of the volunteer positions. 
 
We look forward to seeing everyone at the October meeting at Lewis 
Ginter Botanical Garden – Azalea Room!! 
 
See you soon! . . . .  Donna 

Our Meeting Location: 

The Azalea Room in the 

Kelly Education Center 
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden  
1800 Lakeside Ave., Henrico, VA  23228  

 

 

Covid-19 Compliance:  Currently the Garden has no covid-19 restrictions.  Thank 
you for helping us maintain the health and safety of our members, but please do not come if 
you feel ill. 

Members may bring plants to sell! 
 

In keeping with the tradition and by-laws of the Virginia Orchid Society, members 
of the society may bring plants to sell at meetings only when our guest speaker will 
not be selling plants.  All revenue from plants sales will remain with the seller: the 
VOS no longer requires a portion of the sale price to be donated to the VOS. 
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VOS 2023 Show Committee Report from the Chair, Irina Neverova 
 

The committee met on Sunday, October 2 and had a very productive first meeting. 
 

The Committee consist of the following Pods (Pod Chair): Logistics (Ron Geraci), Judging and Awards (Daune Poklis, Joe  
Mathias, Robin Maiorana), Vendors (Stan Baker), Welcome Table (Joanne Brothers), Hospitality (Donna Poland, Cinnie 
Clark), Publicity (LeAnne Wingo), VOS Display (Coreen Gelber), Visiting Society (vacant), Art Competition vacant). 
 

 At the meeting the structure of the committee and responsibilities of the Pod chairs were discussed in order to make them 
suitable for our new location.  Each pod presented what has been done and what needs to be done. For example, Daune 
Poklis as an AOS representative for VOS already secured the minimum required number of AOS officers and judges to  
register our show with National Capital Judging center. Daune had been responsible for bringing judges together to create  
a great team for each show we had for the last many years. She is stepping down, but kindly started the process (back in  
August!) and while passing all her knowledge to Robin Maiorana, will guide her for this upcoming show process. We  
really appreciate Daune's efforts to make judging process as smooth as possible and grateful she has done it so many 
times.  On the same note of appreciation we also thanks Linda Lawrence for welcoming Visiting Societies, helping them 
with set-up and take-downs. Linda is also stepping down and while she will be helping at the event itself, we have a  
vacant position. Please, consider to join the Committee as Visiting Society Pod Chair. 
 

Suggestions for the theme of next year's show were discussed. Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden is planning to have March  
as an “Orchid Enchantment” month, however we would like to extend that title with our show's own theme, which will  
emphasize the message we want to pass to the public. One will be chosen from a list of suggestions I am collecting. Feel 
free to send your choices. 
 

Also, we would like to revitalize the Art competition and are looking for a person who will head this pod. If you are  
artistically inclined, already a member of some artists group, or just want to explore and make contacts with the artistic 
world of Richmond, please, consider this position and contact Irina. 
 

Committee will meet at the beginning of November to hear the reports of Pod chairs on the progress.  Looking forward to 
reporting to everyone then. Meanwhile, please, volunteer for various show duties in sign-up sheets that will be at the  
meeting. 

VOS Display at Triangle Orchid Society’s Show  
 

The orchid show in Raleigh on the last weekend in September was a  
success for all participants and the host. Triangle OS held the show at the 
JC Raulston Arboretum for the first time and it was a great venue to host 
the show with orchid and pottery sales. From the moment we stepped out 
of the car to unload our plants on Friday to the moment we loaded them 
on Sunday we were helped with hauling the plants and props (heavy 
pumpkins!) to the show area, asked about the society, commented on the 
plants (I even heard: "So many Cattleyas, it must be Richmond!") and 
well fed too. It is so much fun to participate in an event where everyone 
is friendly and welcoming. And it is so invigorating to see all the other  
societies displays. There were 7 of them! With so many great displays, 
you can imagine the competition was tough. However, we did very well: 
Trophy for Best Phalaenopsis won by LeAnne's Wingo’s plant - Phal. 
Joachim Blueberry; 5 first place ribbons won by Stan Baker, Robin  
Maiorana, Irina Neverova, and two by LeAnne Wingo; 5 second place 
ribbons won by Joe Mathias, two ribbons by Sue Fulgham, and two by 
Robert Thiessen; 4 third place ribbons won by Patrick Carey, Irina 
Neverova, and two by Stan Baker. Well done VOS growers! 
 

Our society's display "Orchideic Pumpkin Patch" took second place 
among visiting societies. Charlottesville OS took the first place and AOS 
trophy.  It was good to see Jeff Morris back with his magnificent plants. 

Overall, autumn is a good time to see a variety of blooming orchids, especially on a balmy summer-like weekend. The  
surprise was closer to home on our way back from Raleigh on Sunday. A very strong and quick storm had just raided 
through north Chester and south Chesterfield areas: we drove through the consequences of that - blocked roads due to 
fallen trees, power outages at the intersections and at my home! Thanks to Sue Fulgham's safe driving all plants and  
humans were delivered intact.  
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Photos from “Fall for Orchids” 

Charlottesville Orchid Society 

Photos by Irina Neverova 



 

 

GROWING RUPICOLOUS LAELIAS  

GREG ALLIKAS  

Reprinted with permission from “Orchid Digest,” O-N-D 2004 
www.orchiddigest.org  

 

ALTHOUGH THEY HAVE A REPUTATION as being difficult to grow, 
Brazil's rupicolous laelias have a lot to offer the orchid hobbyist. The plants 
mostly range in size from compact to miniature and produce perfect star-shaped 
flowers in a rainbow of brilliant colors. There is enough variety among them  
that one could create a collection of nothing but these little gems. Orchidifilos  
in Brazil have done just that. There are species that bloom only once a year at  
a specific time, while others flower from each new growth over an extended 
blooming season. Some species produce a few flowers on an inflorescence that 
barely rises above the leaves while others produce many-flowered inflorescences 
that can be a foot or more tall. Flowers can be as small as one-half inch across, 
or up to 2-3/4 inches. 

 

The center of distribution for rupicolous laelias is the state of Minas Gerais, 
which also has the highest concentration of species. Other species are native to 
Espirito Santo, Bahia, and Rio de Janeiro states. Plants generally grow at 400  
to 1700m elevation. A few species have been known since the mid-nineteenth  
century, but what is especially exciting is that many have been discovered in  
our lifetime. Laelia alvaroana was described only thirty two years ago. Colorful  
undiscovered species may still exist in remote areas of Minas Gerais and  
neighboring states. 

    

The rupicolous laelias readily lend their brilliant colors, compact growth,  
symmetrical shape, and good flower count to their hybrids. A short honor roll of 
notable hybrids will yield many familiar names; Slc. Kauai Starbright, Lc. Trick 
or Treat, Lc. Gaiety, Slc. Stacy Miyamoto, Lc. Magic Bell (all with Laelia flava as a parent); Lctna. Flying Colors,  
Slc. Barefoot Mailman, Lc. Tokyo Magic, Slc. Orglades Early Harvest (all using L. briegeri); Lc. Tiny Treasure,  
Slc. Mini-Beau, Slc. Savilla Quick (made with L. lucasiana), and L. milleri is in the background of Bl. Richard Mueller, 
Lc. Rojo, Sl. Jinn, Blc. Golden Tang, and Slc. Rocket Burst. The granddaddy breeder of all these laelias is Laelia  
cinnabarina, whose brilliant color has been added to many modern cattleya hybrids such as Lc. Chit Chat, Lc. Red Gold, 
and Slc. Hazel Boyd. Since being described in 1838, L cinnabarina has sired over 8,000 grexes across 14 generations. 
Many of the newer species, however, have rarely been used as parents. Wonderful potential still exists for creating  
attractive, colorful miniature cattleya hybrids using species such as L. angereri, L. bradei, L. ghillanyi and L. lilliputana.  

    

The term rupicolous means 'rock dwelling'. Despite the differences in plant stature and habitat, species in the Parviflorae 
section of the genus Laelia have one thing in common: they grow on rocks. Two species that are generally included in the 

Bl. Martha Miller ‘Susana’ 
AM/AOS 
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Laelia alvaroana ‘KG’s Gold 
Trinket’ CBR/AOS 

Laelia bradei Laelia bradei habitat 

Laelia bahiensis ‘KG’s Bahia Gold’ CHM/AOS 

Laelia angereri 



 

 

section do grow epiphytically; L. harpophylla and L. kautskyana. Their flower structure is 
similar to the other rupicolous laelias and it is easy to see a relationship to L. cinnabarina.  
 
When I first tried growing these orchids almost 20 years ago, I failed miserably. I reasoned that a rock did not hold much 
water, hence grew them dry. I actually tried growing a plant on a piece of Florida shell-rock. I suppose that one could  
succeed with such an experiment; I did not. Even though well adapted to their environments, these orchids lead a rugged 
life in nature. Leaves can be sunburned and bug-eaten on plants that are clinging to a rock face. Beetles may devour  
flowers before a pollinator ever finds them. Brush fires can sweep quickly through an area destroying all the laelias except 
for a few new leads buried beneath sand. Our goal, though, should be to give our orchids the best culture, not necessarily 
to recreate nature. That will be the focus of this article. I will share the beauty of some of the species that might be  
commonly encountered in the orchid marketplace, then tell you how I have succeeded growing them. I will restrict this 
article to popular, not scientific information. Species names will be the names commonly used. Taxonomic issues will be 
avoided and only commented on where change seems imminent.  

 

The Species  
Depending on who is counting, there are 30 or so species in the Parviflorae section of the genus Laelia. Here are some 
that I have grown.  

 
Laelia alvaroana  
The beautiful golden flowers of this species superficially resemble others, particularly L. bahiensis, which the plants also 
resemble as a thinner, more delicate version. The habitats, however, are several hundred miles apart. The former is found 
northeast of Rio de Janiero around Nova Friburgo, while L. bahiensis is found far to the north in the Serra da Sincora in 
Bahia. The flowering seasons are also different, with L. bahiensis flowering in the spring and L. alvaroana flowering early 
to mid-summer. In cultivation,  L. alvaroana will often bloom two to three times a year, throughout the summer.  
Described by Francisco Miranda in 1994, in honor of Alvaro Pessoa. Eight to twelve, 2 inch golden orange flowers are 
produced on an 8-12 inch inflorescence.  

Laelia briegeri habitat 

Laelia briegeri 

Blc. Sunday ‘Quest’ AM/AOS 
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Laelia crispilabia ‘KG’s Dia-
mond Dust’ CBR/AOS 

Laelia cinnabarina Laelia endsfeldzii ‘Mem. Walter 
Allikas’ AM/AOS 



 

  
Laelia angereri  
   The largest species among the  
rupicolous laelias, L. angereri plants  
can reach a height of three  
feet, pseudobulb and leaf. The  
inflorescence can rise another foot or 
two above the plant and carry 20 or 
more 1-3/4 to 2 inch scarlet flowers. 
Flowers emerge from a dried sheath on 
a growth matured the previous season. 
In cultivation, plants are generally 
smaller. Ours are a foot or so tall. The 
species was discovered only in 1971 in 

the mountains north of Diamantina in Minas Gerais. The floriferousness and brilliant color suggest that L. angereri might 
make an excellent parent for hybridizing. One hybrid that I have seen is the excellent Bl. Martha Miller 'Susana' AM/AOS 
(L. angereri x B. cordata) which is similar to a many-flowered Bl. Richard Mueller.  
 
Laelia bahiensis  
Eight to twelve, two inch golden flowers open successively over a period of two weeks on a tall inflorescence that can 
reach 18 inches or more. Some clones show slight flaring on the petals. From the Serra da Sincora in Bahia, this species 
was described by Schlecter in 1921. It grows and flowers easily for us here in South Florida.  

 
Laelia bradei  
L. bradei is one of the small-flowered yellow species from the area south of Diamantina. I find this orchid very attractive. 
The one-inch flowers are symmetrical, star-shaped and a soft butter yellow color with a darker yellow lip. In summer, two 
to four flowers are produced on an inflorescence that is twice as tall as the three to four inch plant. Laelia bradei is found 
in a relatively flat habitat where it often finds a depression or sheltered spot to grow. It has been scarcely used for  
breeding but offers potential for creating attractive mini catts.  

 

Laelia briegeri  
One of the better-known members of the group, L. briegeri was described only in 1960. Its canary yellow flowers of fine 
form have made it a popular species both as a collectors' item and a breeder. One clone, L. briegeri 'Star of Brazil'  
AM/AOS , has even been mericloned. There can be up to eight flowers on a 6 to 12 inch inflorescence, but three to five  
is more common. The species is found at somewhat lower elevations than others in the group, in an area south of  
Diamantina. Flowers are generally flat and have wide, nicely shaped petals, making the species a popular parent among 
orchid breeders. To date, 275 hybrids spanning five generations have L. briegeri in their background. Some of the more 
familiar hybrids are Lc. Tokyo Magic (Lc. Irene Finney x L. briegeri), Slc. Mine Gold (Slc. Jewel Box x L. briegeri) and  
Slc. Barefoot Mailman (L. briegeri x Slc. Madge Fordyce). A beautiful hybrid that I had the pleasure of doing the awards 

photography for is Blc. Sunday 'Quest' AM/AOS (L. briegeri x Blc. Mem. Helen 
Brown). Other than fine form, L. briegeri flowers have flares that can be obvious, 
subtle or latent. This flaring is usually passed on to first-generation progeny, making 
for attractive splash petal mini catts without the problems associated with peloric 
parents.  
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Lc. Jungle Elf Laelia esalqueana 

Laelia flava habitat Laelia flava Laelia flava 
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Laelia cinnabarina  
The flowers of L. cinnabarina are large but lack the good shape of the previous species. Five to eight well-spaced 2-1/2 
inch flowers are produced on a foot or longer inflorescence in the early spring. Color is a bright red-orange. The species is 
found on the Atlantic rainforest mountains of Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Espirito Santo states. In their book, Orchids 
of the High Mountain Atlantic Rainforest of Southeastern Brazil, David Miller and Richard D. Warren write, "A true  
species of the high mountain fields, wherever scrub is low or absent; but it is also a colonizer of cleared road-side banks 
above 900m elevation. Thrives in bright sunlight...at high altitudes where mists and strong winds prevail." This may  
explain why it is a somewhat difficult subject for us here in South Florida. We have the sunlight and the wind, but our 
summer night temperatures rarely go below 75°F.  
 
Laelia crispilabia  
An orchid of somewhat confusing identity, you will most likely find plants being offered for sale under this name. Often 
plants labeled as L. mantiqueirae are, in fact, L. crispilabia. Because of Francisco Miranda's tireless research, we may be 
soon referring to the species by the specific epithet caulescens. For now, though, I will use L. crispilabia, as that is likely 
the name you would find on a plant being offered for sale. This is one of the most widespread lavender species in the  
section and is common in its habitat near Belo Horizonte. Non-flowering plants can sometimes be mistaken for L. flava, 
whose ranges overlap. Five or six, 1-3/4 inch flowers are produced on a 10 to 12 inch inflorescence in early to late spring 
from a dried sheath. Flowers are generally a medium lavender color and of symmetrical shape but some plants can  
produce severely reflexed flowers. White and coerulea forms have been found.  
 
Laelia endsfeldzii  
This species has flowers that are similar to, but smaller than, L. flava. The color is usually less intense, tending toward soft 
butter-yellow. It was described by Guido Pabst in 1975 and  named in honor of Waldemar Endsfeldz. Laelia endsfeldzii is 
endemic to a small area south of Belo Horizonte in Minas Gerais. Eight to ten flowers open successively on a foot-tall  
inflorescence in early spring. To my mind, the flowers have a better symmetry than those of other tall-flowered yellow 
laelias; they are almost perfectly star-shaped with a nicely ruffled lip.  
 
Laelia esalqueana  
Probably best known as one of the parents of the charming Lc. Jungle Elf (L. esalqueana x C. aclandiae), L. esalqueana 
figures in the background of some 70 hybrids. Plants are small, averaging two to three inches in height, and produce three 
to five, 1/2 inch chrome-yellow flowers in the late spring from a new growth. The inflorescence rises about twice the 
height of the plant and flowers are well spaced. The species was described by Blumenschein in 1960 and named after the 
acronym for the Escola Superior de Agricultura 'Luiz de Queiroz' in Sao Paulo state.  

 

Laelia flava  
Another well-known species, L. flava has bright chrome yellow flowers that often have a slight "airplane shape" due to the 
petals being longer than the sepals. The species is fairly common on the iron ore mountains around Belo Horizonte, where 
it usually grows among grasses or low shrubs. In some locations the leaves and pseudobulbs become stained from iron 
oxide along with the other vegetation, providing perfect camouflage when the plants are not in flower. In the early spring, 
five to ten flowers open nearly at the same time on a 10 to 18 inch inflorescence. Characteristically, they are bunched at 
the end of the spike. Laelia flava is in the background of over 2000 hybrids, spanning 11 generations. Some of the better 
known are Lc. Pixie Gold, Lc. Magic Bell, Slc. Glowing Embers, Lc. Trick or Treat, Lc. Waianae Flame and Pot. Burana 
Beauty.  

Laelia ghillanyi habitat 
Laelia ghillanyi (albescens) 

Laelila ghillanyi (typical form) 



 

 

Laelia ghillanyi  
Described by Pabst in 1973 and named after the famed Brazilian  
orchidist, Anton Ghillany, L. ghillanyi is one of my personal favorites 
among the rupicolous laelias. It is also a species that grows well for me 
here in South Florida, but does not flower reliably. Out of five to six 
plants, at least one blooms every year, although not necessarily the 
same one. The likely cause of lack of flowers is our constantly high 
night temperatures during summer. There may be winter rest issues 
involved also but the jury is still out on that. Plants of L. ghillanyi are 
short, rarely reaching more than three inches in height. In the late 
spring, two to six, 1-1/2 to 2 inch flowers are produced from a new 
growth on an inflorescence that just rises above the leaves, perhaps 
twice as tall as the plant. Like L. briegeri, flowers of L. ghillanyi  
usually have fine form with full petals and good overall symmetry. 
Typical coloration is concolor lavender or lavender with a white lip, 
but darker lavender and albescent forms also exist. One of the most 
attractive features of this species is the dramatic flaring exhibited on 
some clones, particularly on those plants found near the southern part 
of the distribution. Sadly, to date, few hybrids have been made with this desirable species. Laelia ghillanyi is endemic to 
the Serra do Cipo; a rugged habitat where plants can be found clinging to volcanic rock faces or growing fully exposed 
with roots anchored in a rock crevice.  

 

Laelia lilliputana  
Along with L. kettiana, L. lilliputana shares honors as being the smallest member of the group, and defines the word 'cute'. 
Plants average 1-1/2 inches tall, rarely reaching the two-inch mark. Pseudobulbs are stained red with anthocyanin. One to 
two flowers emerge from a new growth, on an inflorescence that just reaches above the leaves. For us here in South  
Florida, the flowering season is March-May. Both flower size and color are variable. Flowers can be just over one-half 
inch across, or up to one inch. Color ranges from pale lavender with a barely yellow lip, to deep lavender with an egg yolk 
yellow lip. Discovered by Anton Ghillanyi and described by Pabst in 1973, the species is endemic to the Serra do Ouro 
Branco in Minas Gerais.  

 

Laelia lucasiana  
This must certainly be one of the most striking species in the section, with its gold lip contrasted against lavender flowers. 
Plants are somewhat variable and can be as short as 2-1/2 inches and as tall as 5 inches or more. Plants can be either 
green, or stained red with anthocyanin pigment, making identification of non-flowering plants difficult. The flowers,  

Laelia lilliputana:  plant (left) and flower (right) 

Laelia lucasiana habitat 

Laelia lucasiana 
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Slc. Mimi-Beau 



 

 

however, are fairly consistent, varying mostly in the intensity of color and flatness. For 
us, L. lucasiana blooms throughout May and June producing heads of 1-1/2 to 2 inch 
flowers from each new growth. The inflorescence is about twice as tall as the plant and 
carries three to five flowers. The species can be found growing on exposed rock faces 
in the Serra da Caraca east of Belo Horizonte. Although L. lucasiana has not been used 
much as a parent, it has produced some attractive hybrids including Lc. Tiny Treasure 
(L. lucasiana x C. Porcia) and Slc. Mini-Beau (L. lucasiana x Slc. Beaufort).  

 

Laelia milleri  
Certainly one of the most sought after laelias, L. milleri created quite a stir when it 
was discovered. Rumor has it that the plants were found in a shipment of L. flava sent 
to a California orchid nursery. Because they were packed with a known and obvious 
species, the first thought was that they were merely a color form of that species, and 
hence were given the name L. flava f. aurantiaca. It was not until sometime  
afterwards that the differences between the plants became obvious and the true  
identity and source of the new species was determined. The species is found growing 
on the iron-ore mountains of the Serra da Moeda, southwest of Belo Horizonte. The 
habitat is rugged and plants can be found growing fully exposed or among debris on  the crags of this small mountainous 
area. The region is under extreme pressure from iron-ore mining making L. milleri nearly extinct in its natural habitat. 
Plants range in stature from two to five inches. Three to six, 1-1/2 to 2 inch fire engine red flowers are produced at the end 
of a tall 6 to 12 inch inflorescence. Laelia milleri has been used extensively in breeding programs to impart a rich red color 
to hybrid cattleyas. Two of the better known are Bl. Richard Mueller and Lc. Rojo, described by Blumenschein in 1960.  
 
Laelia reginae  
I think of this species as being a pale, diminutive version of L. lucasiana; both plants and flowers are smaller. Plants  
average 1-1/2 to 2 inches tall and flowers are one inch in natural spread. Flowers are pale lavender to blush pink with a 
pale yellow or cream-colored lip. Three to six flowers are produced on a short inflorescence in the spring, although this 
species will occasionally flower during other seasons. It is native to Serra da Moeda, Minas Gerais.  
 

Laelia rupestris  
This is the most widespread species in the section Parviflorae, ranging  
from north of Diamantina to the Serra do Cipo northeast of Belo Horizonte. 
Plant height can reach six inches or more and leaves often have a glaucous 
surface. This is an adaptation to the extreme environment in which they 
grow, which especially in the north, is hotter and drier than other members 
of the group. Some of the habitats seem to approach xerophytic conditions 
with cactus and vellozia being the other prominent plants. In the early 
spring, a six-inch inflorescence is produced from the developing new lead. 
Three to six, 1-1/2 to 2 inch flowers are arranged at the top of the spike. 
They are generally of good form and of a medium to light lavender color. 
Petals often fade to nearly white at the base. Described by Lindley in 1842, 
plants can also be found for sale labeled as Laelia crispata.  
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Laelia milleri habitat 

Laelia milleri 

Lc. Rojo 

Bl. Richard Mueller 

 

Laelia rupestris 



 

 

Growing Rupicolous Laelia 
These orchids all have one thing in common; they grow on rocks.  
Sometimes they grow fully exposed on a bare rock face, but more likely 
they will be found in a situation that can provide an extended source of 
moisture and nutrients. Sometimes this will be a crevice in the rock face, 
sometimes it may be a depression or sheltered area behind a rock where 
accumulated detritus can provide moisture and nutrients. Sometimes they 
will find these elements in the company of vellozia, grasses or low scrub. 
Occasionally lichen or dead plant material will provide shelter for the 
roots. Regardless of the situation, because it is basically rock, the roots of 
the laelias do not stay wet for very long. Because these are not plants of 
the forest, they grow with little, if any, protection from the sun. Although 
the elevation and incline of habitat will vary, they are all in mountainous 
areas that are windy most of the year. Winter is a cool dry period for this 
area and the plants rely on nightly dew and condensation on the rocks to 
provide water. In spring as temperatures warm in the valleys, moisture is 
lifted aloft and some of these mountains appear to have a semipermanent 
cloud cover. Up top however, the fast moving rain showers allow the 
plants to dry quickly afterwards. By reviewing this general description of 
habitat, we can see that rupicolous laelias require an open potting mix so 
that the roots do not stay wet too long, bright light for successful  
flowering and good air movement. One interesting observation regarding 
the rupicolous laelias is that the leaves on many species are held nearly 
vertical to minimize exposure to the sun. The species that have leaves 
held at an approximately 45 degree angle, generally grow with some  
protection from grasses and shrubs. This information can be helpful in 
selecting plants for your own collection.  
 

Generally, we give all these laelias the same culture in our South Florida shade house. Occasionally we have, and will 
continue to experiment with, moving some outside for a brief winter rest. I feel that it is better to be a perpetual student 
and continue to reassess my techniques for growing orchids, rather than being a dogmatic expert. It is easy for us to  
address the light and air requirements in an open shade house.  
 
Our 70 to 80 plants of rupicolous laelias are grown hanging from conduit near the top of the shade house. We grow nearly 
all our orchids the same way, within different areas of shading. The laelias have only a single layer of fiberglass window 
screen protecting them from the sun. There is a strip adjacent to the 50 percent shaded adjoining area where we can hang 
weak or establishing plants. Recent imports, sick plants and seedlings start out on a 50 percent shaded bench. A 20 inch 
commercial fan is located below the laelias and about eight feet away. It runs 24/7 during the warm months. Water is  
provided for the laelias by two sprinkler heads on a PVC line that contains another three heads for cattleya hybrids and 
plants of Laelia purpurata. The water line is on a timer and during spring and summer they receive 15 minutes of water 
three days a week. Fertilizer is fed through a Dosatron® usually once a week on one of those days, but during dry periods 
maybe on a fourth day. In winter we cut back water and fertilizer depending on the weather, usually watering twice a 
week and fertilizing once or twice a month. We alternate fertilizers, using Cal-Mag December through February, 20-20-20 
spring through summer, and a few shots of blossom booster late summer, early autumn. The months of January through 
April are usually dry here and we try to remember to deep water the plants with a hose at least once a month. It is not  
necessary during summer because afternoon showers are an almost daily occurrence. If cold weather threatens in winter, 
we cover the shade house with six mil polyethylene and use kerosene and propane heaters to keep the plants warm. We 
don't cover up unless the temperatures are predicted to go below 40°F because it is difficult to ventilate the plants in the 
morning when the sun comes up. We have suffered heat damage in winter because the plants are all grown close to the 
roof.  
 
I believe that the secret to successfully growing these orchids is proper potting. Without exception, all of the rupicolous 
laelias are grown in two to five inch clay pots using lava rock and fine Aliflor©. Bottom drainage holes are enlarged and a 
few pieces of large landscape-size lava rock are placed in the bottom. Medium lava rock (1/2 inch) is used to fill the bulk 
of the pot and a top dressing of fine Aliflor makes it easy to get the plants seated because of its more uniform shape.  
Larger plants in large pots get more of the lava rock. Small plants in small pots get more of the fine Aliflor. At one time  
I thought it best to not disturb the plants because they can be difficult to get established. I have revised that thinking and 
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now feel that it is best to repot every two years or so. Spring through early summer is the best time to repot the rupicolous 
laelias. It is safe to repot when there is new growth with green root tips at the base because these orchids produce roots on 
developing new growths. The species that flower during a definite season, i.e. L. flava, L. crispilabia, L. rupestris, etc., can 
be repotted after flowering when they are initiating next year's flowering growth. The species that grow year-round, i.e.  
L. lucasicma, L. briegeri, L. ghillanyi, L. reginae, etc., can be repotted anytime they are not in flower and have active  
vegetative and root growth, generally in summer after flowering up until early autumn, depending on climate. As with all 
orchids, it is important not to allow the plants to overwinter on weak, unestablished growth. Even though the inorganic 
media will never break down, it does accumulate salts and algae growth and eventually creates a sour environment for the 
roots. When using aggregates as a media, it is important to remember to flush the pots with copious water once a month  
to prevent salt buildup.  
 
These rugged little orchids are not subject to many pests or diseases. Scale can be a problem because of the tightly  
clustered pseudobulbs. As with the encyclias, it can go unnoticed until it has destroyed some eyes. If your orchids are 
prone to scale outbreaks, make periodic inspections of the laelias, particularly between the pseudobulbs. A minor outbreak 
can be controlled with rubbing alcohol in a quart hand sprayer. Set the nozzle to jet and squirt the affected area. These 
beautiful orchids delight us with their perfect star-shaped flowers of brilliant color. Now that you know how to grow them, 
try a few! You can always find space for small orchids such as Brazil's rupicolous laelias.  
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Laelias hanging in the author’s shadehouse. 

Clay pebbles (also known as Aliflor, Leca or Hydroton) are little light weight  
expanded clay balls that can be used alone to grow orchids which appreciate  
extreme drainage, or can be added to any orchid mix for added drainage and  
moisture retention. They are also great for hydroponic growing.  



 From the American Orchid Society’s website:   

An update on Laelia classification.   
(www.aos.org/orchids/orchids-a-to-z/letter-l/laelia.aspx) 

 

Laelia was formerly a large genus that included species in Mexico and Brazil. With the publication of Genera  
Orchidacearum Vol. 5 in 2009 the Brazilian laelias were moved into an expanded concept of Cattleya based upon 
DNA evidence. 
 

Laelia species currently number 24 and include some formerly included in Schomburgkia.  It is not certain what "Laelia" 
means, but it seems that Lindley gave the genus the name of one of the Vestal Virgins from Greek Mythology, referring 
to their beauty. Three of the former sections occur in Mexico (and share many structural features) while the majority of 
species, occur in Brazil. Many of the Mexican species (Laelia anceps, for example), grow in dry areas where the plants 
are subject to very low temperatures and even frost, and so they should be grown cooler for their best development. The 
Brazilian species can be found from sea level up into the mountains, so their growing conditions vary from very warm to 
cool depending on the particular species. The type species is Laelia speciosa, a Mexican species with compact plants and 
very showy large flowers. Laelia purpurata, now Cattleya purpurata, the Brazilian national flower. 
 

The former section Parviflorae, the so-called "Rupiculous laelias" from Brazil, includes more than half the species 
(35+). This section is in the genus Cattleya as recognized by the World Checklist of Selected Plant Families but some 
taxonomists classify them as Hoffmannseggella. 
 

Temperature: Cool to intermediate to warm, depending on species. 

Light: Intermediate to bright, good to very good air movement. 

Water-Humidity: 

Seasonal, high during the growing season (spring-fall) and usually low during the rest 
period (usually fall-winter). Mexican species like it especially dry during the rest  
period, while shadier-growing species such as some hadrolaelias (rupiculous species 
such as L. pumila) prefer more uniform humidity throughout the year. Balanced  
fertilizer during the growing season (see above), weekly. Half to a quarter  
concentration during the rest period (see above). 

Fertilizer: More uniform fertilizing schedule for the hadrolaelias. 

Potting: 

Brazilian laelias are grown usually in pots, mainly because the plants can get big 
(Cattleyodes), or because they grow on rocks (lithophytic) in their native habitat 
(Parviflorae). Mexican species like Laelia anceps are frequently grown on slabs. This 
is a basic indication of how dry they prefer to grow, but plants are very tolerant except 
for overwatering. The growing medium should thus have good to very good drainage 
depending on which group of species you are growing. 

   

Author: Francisco Miranda – 8/2007 (revised 9/2014, G.Allikas) 
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